The Science Business Centre is the central building for the Technopolis area. It is an improved and green space and functions as a place for the Sciences and Business.

The ambition of the masterplan is to implement unbuild, green spaces as the carrier of the plan. The concept of the Science Business Centre makes use of this strategy, by being implemented in the unbuild area.

Hereby, the central building distinguishes itself from other buildings. The building being integrated in the central axis also gets a high status.

The Science Business Centre is directly located next to the highway, surrounded by the Polder landscape. The location is desirable next to the TU Campus.

The central design aspect following the ‘genius loci’ strategy implements a highly green and natural environment.

The roof of the museum (level 0) is made up of triangular panels, bended around their edges. The columns fit this non-orthogonal principle by vertically standing under an angle, thereby connecting the unregular bending lines in the ceiling with the regular columnar grid in the basement level (parking facilities).